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a b s t r a c t

Smart material reinforced non-destructive structural health monitoring technique has been evolving as
the most predominated route for assessing the performance of the civil structures. In the present study,
multiwalled nanotubes (MWNT) were suitably incorporated into the cement matrix, which act as
actively embedded sensor for monitoring real-time flaws in structures. Initially, the stable homogenous
MWNT dispersion was prepared by using ionic surfactant technique with high-intensity ultrasonic
agitation process. Since, a suitable and adequate synthesis procedure to incorporate MWNT in cement
matrix is essential, but complicated, the role of amplitude and frequency of sonication on dispersion of
nanotubes was categorically evaluated. Further, this paper focuses to find out the effect of surfactant on
MWNT dispersion by using the UV Visible spectroscopy and by evaluating the effective hydro-dynamic
diameter. Based on micromechanics based analytical model, the influence of the interface layer thickness
and geometrical configuration of nanotubes on the electrical conductivity of cement nano-composite are
also analyzed. Further, the electrical conductivity of MWNT incorporated cement system, as developed in
the present study, is measured using four probe method. Piezo-resistivity of the oven dried samples is
measured to evaluate the change in potential drop under cyclic loading regime. It is found that the ef-
ficiency of the piezo-resistive strain sensors greatly depends on synthesis process and the circuit system.
Appropriately proportioned and properly synthesized MWNTs incorporated in cement matrix were
capable of providing consistent and steady response under the variable external stress. Thus, the material
can be used as embedded sensor for health monitoring and identifying initiation of any damage in
reinforced concrete structure.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As the structures are getting older and deteriorated, awareness
on the effects of extreme events in civil infrastructure is growing
very fast. Research community needs advanced tools tomonitor the
health condition of the civil structures. Due to the inherent prop-
erties of reinforced concrete structures, damage progression inside
the structure needs regular monitoring to avoid any catastrophic
failure and loss of life and property. Generally, health monitoring of
structures is carried out by affixing electric resistance strain gauges
on the concrete surface using special type of conductive adhesive.
Thesemetal foil strain sensors have some limitations like lowgauge
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factor, field effect, drift due to temperature sensitivity, long term
change in foil conductivity and requirement of abundant amount of
electric energy for operation. Most of the times, this technique of
strain measurement (externally affixing) provides incorrect signals
due to undesirable performance of the conductive adhesive and/or
the malfunctioning of the electric resistance strain gauge. Hence,
there is a need for an alternate and smarter solution to monitor the
stress state of structures. Chen and Chung opened a door for the
civil engineering community by successfully reinforcing short car-
bon fiber (0.2e0.4%) into cement matrix to yield smart concrete for
non-destructive damage monitoring [1]. Later, the electrical con-
ductivity of carbon fiber incorporated cement composite was used
to develop embedded type sensor [2]. Since then, efforts are being
made for engineering the cement composite with conductive par-
ticles and semi conductive fillers such as carbon coated nickel fiber,
brass coated steel fiber, carbon black and various nano-phase
materials.

Recent advancements in nanotechnology have given a pathway
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to develop new cement-based nano-composites which can be used
as in-built sensors. Carbon nanotube (CNT) is an infinitesimal sized
material which possesses superior morphology, structural stability,
electrical conductivity [3] and electro-mechanical property [4]. The
emerging field of carbon nano-engineering offers an approach to
incorporate or embed CNT element in cementitious matrix by
exploiting larger surface area and meso-pore reduction effect [5].
Even small amount of nano-filler (CNT), which has high aspect
ratio, can be incorporated as second phase into an insulatingmatrix
to achieve electrically conductive network without any adverse
effect on mechanical property of the base composite [6]. Electrical
properties, such as resistance and reactance, of these composites
can vary with respect to externally applied stress [4]. This property
indicates that an ordinary composite matrix can be transformed
into a strain sensitive matrix i.e., the matrix with pressure sensi-
tivity (piezoeresistivity sensor) through suitable nano-
engineering. As a result, it will not only help in monitoring the
overall structural health but will also help in determining the in-
formation about microstructural deformation of the matrix [7].
Thus, CNTs can be used as the next generation multi-functional
conductive nanofillers to develop smart nano-composites.

The role of nano fiber dispersion is found to be one of the key
factors to establish efficient electrical conductive network in
cement matrix. Due to the intrinsic van der Waals interaction
[estimated to be 500 eV/mm] [8], nano tubes tend to form tangles
which provide major obstacle to transfer the extraordinary prop-
erties of CNT to the CNT reinforced composites. These effects can be
eliminated by achieving uniform homogenous aqueous dispersion
of CNT through chemical treatment (covalent functionalization) or
dispersing agent (surfactant). Obviously, the covalent bond (CB)
functionalization achieved by exploiting CB and amine acidic re-
actions prompt the functional group to form conjugated p-electron
system. Thus, the distortion in the CNT structure takes place. It is
reported that the increased affinity between matrix and nanotubes
causes the reduction in the maximum conductivity of composite
matrix. Alternatively, the typical non-covalent interaction (ion-
icesurfactant assisted process) with hydrophilic head and hydro-
phobic tail groups effectively exfoliate the CNT bundle into single
tube which ensures the stable dispersion without any detrimental
effect in the conduction properties of CNT [6 and 9].

Han et al. was the first one to investigate the effect of sodium
dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) ionic surfactant to disperse
carboxyl MWNTs for piezo-resistive response of cement based
composite [10]. They were able to achieve excellent piezo-
resistivity by adding just one tenth of nano fiber than that re-
ported in previous study [11]. This is due to the presence of benzene
ring in hydrophobic chain, so2�3 head group and longer alkyl chain
in the utilized ionic surfactant. Even though the method is bene-
ficial for stable dispersion, due to air entrapment it brings some
negative effect on mechanical properties of cementitious matrix
[12]. Further, higher surfactant doping causes negative effect dur-
ing cement hydration [13,14]. It is also reported that excess sur-
factant obstructs the direct electrical contact between the
neighbouring CNTs and produces higher noise to signal ratio [13]. In
order to increase the higher signal to noise ratio and to provide the
stable charging-discharging effect of capacitance of MWNT/
cementitious composite, low amplitude AC voltage instead of DC
supply can be given [15]. Additionally, the noise that is captured
along with the signal could be minimised by employing small
quantity of CNT (1% CNT for 15% CNF) [16]. The stable sensitivity of
the nano-composite is realized after 28 days of curing [17]. Also, the
sensitivity of matrix is improved through alignment of CNTs in
composite matrix. This produces higher gauge factor especially in
cross-flow direction. Moreover, the random fiber orientation offers
formation of electrically conductive network in composite matrix,
but significantly reduce the matrix sensing capacity due to the
reduction of tunnelling gap among CNTs [18,19]. Further, CNT
reinforced composite matrix exhibits its sensitivity under
compressive loading. Further, dynamic test also reveals that it can
track the excitation frequency range from 0.25 to 15 Hz. At the same
time, this frequency range lies in linewith capacitor fabricated from
a nano-composite mix [20]. The well dispersed and clustered na-
ture of nanofiber in cement paste facilitates to produce C-S-H
products over the surface of fillers during hydration period of
cement composites. Therefore, the intrinsic properties of nanofiber
successfully can be transferred to cement matrix [21,22]. Also, the
straightness of the nanofiber results in greater flexure strength via
anchoring mechanism [23]. Electro-mechanical properties of nano
composites for dynamic sensing were discussed in Refs. [24,25].

From the exhaustive review of literature, it is found that many
attempts have been made to incorporate the conductivity in
cement matrix by using various types of fibers. The performance of
CNT incorporated cement system for piezo-resistivity greatly de-
pends on the quality of dispersion. The issues like the ability of
various surfactants on MWNTs dispersion, dispersability and par-
ticle size distribution of CNTs as function of sonication time, effect
of surfactant concentration to reinforce CNT in cement mortar and
ultrasonic energy are discretely addressed by few researchers
[26e29]. Procedure for preparation of CNT/concrete composite
using ultrasonic process was demonstrated by Han et al. [30]. It is
also reported that sonication energy causes the decrease in the
aspect ratio of fiber which subsequently reduces the electrical
conductivity. At the same time, self-sensing ability of cement based
composites in large scale is reported to have limited success [31]. In
view of this, it is to mention that the entire procedure, namely,
sonification and/or centrifuge, dispersion, addition of CNT
dispersed aqueous solution in cement matrix and development of
the CNT incorporated cement system are extremely crucial and not
straight forward. Nevertheless, though significantly important,
there is no clear understanding on the relation among the electrical
conductivity of CNT/CNF filled cementitious composite with the
role of ultrasonic energy, hydrodynamic diameter of dispersed
MWNTs, and surfactant concentration. Hence, it is required to carry
out a thorough investigation to provide systematic procedure for
the synthesis, development and performance evaluation of the
nano engineered cement composite with strain sensing capabil-
ities. Further, most of the reported studies chose the type of CNT/
CNF in ad-hoc manner and no scientific approach is reported in
selecting the physical parameters of the nanofibers. In this present
work, the study is initially focused on the micromechanics based
analytical investigations to identify the influence of geometry of
CNT on the conductivity and to assess the effective electric perco-
lation network in cement matrix. Further, this study illustrates the
role and effect of ionic surfactant (SDBS) concentration and various
parameters of ultrasonication on the CNT hydrodynamic diameter
which helps in establishing the procedure for synthesis of the
nano-composite. Then, the aspects such as spacing between
embedded voltage and current terminals, correlation between
matrix microstructure deformation and changes in composite
conductance with the influence of varying input level under cyclic
compressive loading regime, are discussed. Finally, the study
demonstrates the development of the piezo-resistive cementitious
nano-composite for strain sensing application.

2. Selection of nano fibers

To produce electrically conductive nano-composite, critical
volume fraction of fiber is an essential parameter to create the
conductive percolation threshold in composite matrix. Besides, the
intrinsic physical characteristics such as aspect ratio and electrical
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conductivity of fiber along its geometry are very important. To
judiciously choose the appropriate fiber with effective reinforcing
effect, a nano-scale RVE of CNT incorporated matrix from micro-
scopic RVE, as shown in Fig. 1, is considered. It consists of a hollow
nano-filler (CNT) and the continuum interface layer of thickness “t”
around CNT. It is clear from the nano-scale RVE that the electrical
conductivity of composite can be determined through three ap-
proaches, i) electrical conductivity of CNT, ii) conductivity of
interface layer, and iii) electron hopping transport through inter-
face. The entire mechanism with the coordinate system is sche-
matically presented in Fig. 1.

Considering a uniform external electrical field E0 applied in the
plane of lamellae of composite matrix containing randomly
distributed CNTs, the effective electrical conductivity along longi-
tudinal direction in local coordinate system can be determined by
using law of mixture. As a result, the effective longitudinal con-
ductivity in the local coordinate system is estimated as [32],

sLlocal ¼ sLcr
2
c þ sint

�
2rct þ t2

�
ðrc þ tÞ2

(1)

where, sLc , sint are the electrical conductivities of the CNT along the
longitudinal direction and the interface, respectively. rc is the
radius of nano filler and t is the interface thickness around the nano
filler.

Due to the variation in cylindrical surface area along the trans-
verse direction, Maxwell's equation in the local polar coordinate
can be employed to determine the transverse electrical conduc-
tivity of the composite. When a system is subjected to a uniform
external electrical field (E0) along the arbitrary radial direction, the
system can be represented as

V24 ¼ 1
r

v

vr

�
r
v4

vr

�
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vq2
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where 4 is the electrical potential in the (r, q ) coordinate system.
Finally, by applying the prescribed boundary condition, the

effective electrical conductivity in longitudinal and transverse di-
rection in the local coordinate system is obtained by Yan et al. [33]
and is given below.
Fig. 1. Schematic view of CNT nano-composit
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where, sT ; sL & sTc ; s
L
c denote the effective electrical conductivity of

composite and CNT along transverse and longitudinal direction,
respectively. rc; t;& sint denote the fiber radius, thickness of
interface layer and interface electrical conductivity. The local
electrical conductivity of CNT is assumed to be 1 � 103 U�1 m�1

along longitudinal direction and 1 � 102 U�1 m�1 along transverse
direction, as reported in Ref. [34].

Fig. 2 shows the effective electrical conductivity spectra of CNT
incorporated composite verses electrical conductivity of interface
layer where longitudinal and transverse conductivity of CNT, fiber
radius, & thickness of interphase (interface) layer are the parame-
ters. The envelops of longitudinal and transverse conductivity with
the change in radius and longitudinal conductivity of CNT and
thickness of interphase layer were plotted using Equations (3) and
(4) and shown in Figs. 2 and 3. From Fig. 2(a), it is found that the
longitudinal effective electrical conductivity of composite shows
steadily increased response with change in longitudinal electrical
conductivity of CNT. Therefore, the intrinsic electrical conductivity
of CNT along the axial direction plays a major role to activate the
composite matrix as electrically conductive along longitudinal di-
rection. Similarly, it can be observed from Fig. 3(a) that with change
in transverse electrical conductivity of CNT, there is a steady in-
crease in transverse electrical conductivity of thematrix (before the
saturation state). It is also interesting to note that the increase in
composite conductivity with the improvement in longitudinal
conductivity of CNT (at initial stage) is much higher than that
observed from change in transverse conductivity. The influence of
fiber radius, rc on the longitudinal and transverse conductivity of
matrix is also studied. It is to note that with the increase in the
radius of CNT, composite conductivity reduces and the reduction is
more prominent with higher interphase conductivity (Figs. 2(b)
and 3(b)). However, the interphase thickness helps in improving
the conductivity of the composite (Figs. 2c) and 3(c)).

The influence of fiber radius on the conductivity can be
e consisting of randomly oriented CNTs.
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal electrical conductivity characteristic of CNT reinforced composite
with respect to (a) different CNT longitudinal conductivity, (b) radius of CNT, (c)
thickness of interphase layer “t” [Conductivity is denoted as U�1m�1 and dimensions
are in nm].
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Fig. 3. Transverse electrical conductivity characteristic of CNT reinforced composite
with respect to (a) different CNT longitudinal conductivity, (b) radius of CNT, (c)
thickness of interphase layer “t” [Conductivity is denoted as U�1m�1 and dimensions
are in nm].
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understood by assuming CNT as a hollow cylindrical tube. Consid-
ering a differential element which is made up of thin cylinder of
inner radius, r, outer radius, r þ v r and length, l, resistance of
system can be given by,

vR ¼ rvl
A

¼ rrvr
2prl

(5)

where, A ¼ 2prL is the area normal to the direction of current flow.
The total resistance of the system then becomes,

R ¼
Zrþvr

r

rrvr
2prl

¼ r

2pl
ln
�
b
a

	
(6)

By substituting the values of upper and lower limits, we can
realize that the resistance of hollow cylindrical fiber is inversely
proportional to fiber radius. If the values of a and b are same, the
observed fiber conductivity will be maximum, i.e., R ¼ 0.
The change in conductivity of matrix with the variation of the
interface thickness, t is shown in Figs. 2(c) and 3(c). Both the plots
indicate that the total conductivity of the matrix increases with
increase in the thickness of interface layer which is around the CNT
surface (i.e., the total matrix conductivity is the sum of fiber and
interface conductivity). This holds true only when the interface
layer has conductive property. Since, cementitious matrix pos-
sesses weak electrical conductivity, the whole matrix conductivity
is almost independent of interface layer thickness, t. From the
above observation, it has been identified that CNTs of smaller radius
offers better conductivity. Hence, in this study, fiber of radius
50e80 nm, length of 15 mm and conductivity in the range of
(1.34e1.19) x101 U�1 m�1 in transverse direction and (1.43e1.68)
x102 U�1m�1 in longitudinal direction is considered. To evaluate
the influence of interface layer thickness on the longitudinal and
transverse conductivity, the range of interface layer is chosen from
the reported literature [35]. In the present study, the interface layer
is considered to be conductive but not capacitive.



Fig. 4. Image of MWNT dispersed solution a) MWNT þ Water b)
MWNT þ Water þ SDBS c) MWNT þ Water þ SDBS þ Sonication d))
MWNT þ Water þ SDBS þ Sonication þ centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 10 M.

Fig. 5. Absorbance spectra of samples after sonication of (a) 15 min and (b) 30 min.
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3. Materials and preparation

3.1. Materials

Cement mortar was prepared with ordinary Portland cement of
Grade 53 (density-3150 kg/m3) and fine aggregate (density-
2600 kg/m3) of size less than 2mm.Water to cement ratio was kept
as 0.35. MWNTs were purchased from Nanostructure and Amor-
phous Materials, Inc. Houston, Texas. The chemical composition
and physical properties of the MWNTs is given in Table 1. It is to
mention that MWNT with smaller diameter is commercially
available at low cost. Sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate
(348.48 MW, 80% assay) was used as dispersing agent and tributyl
phosphate was used as deformer.

3.2. Preparation of MWNT dispersion

MWNTs were added to the ionic surfactant at a concentration of
0.005 g/ml. The aqueous solutionwas stirred usingmagnetic stirrer
for 10 min. Subsequently, the solution was subjected to ultrasonic
agitation process at room temperature. During ultrasonication,
duration, amplitude and frequency of sonication were varied to
determine the optimum parameters. Further, the influence of the
surfactant to nanotube ratio (S/C) on the dispersion was studied.
The aqueous MWNT dispersion prepared by various methods is
shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) and (b) depict the water dispersed sample
(shows rapid sedimentation) and the surfactant dispersed sample,
respectively. There is a reduction in the deposition of CNTs in this
case due to steric repulsion. The other two samples shown in
Fig. 4(c) and (d) are prepared through ultrasound agitation process
which show improved dispersion.

4. Characterisation techniques

4.1. UVevisible spectrum

The stability of surfactant assisted aqueousMWNTs dispersion is
characterized using UVeVis spectroscopy (MODEeDRS, Carry 5000
UV-VIS NIR, Agilent Technologies) operated at 200e800 nm range.
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the absorbance spectra of aqueous solution
with different surfactant to MWNT ratio (S/C of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7)
subjected to sonication (50% amplitude & 50% cycle) and centri-
fugation (10 M, 3000 rpm) for a duration of 15 min and 30 min,
respectively. Centrifugation was carried out after the sonication.
The nomenclature of ‘AS’ is used for samples subjected to only
sonication, and ‘AC’ is used for samples subjected to sonication
followed by centrifugation (as given in Table 2). It can be observed
from the figures that the spectra of all the samples showed rapid
increase in absorbance upto 349 nm. This may be due to the p-p
stacking interaction between benzene ring of ionic surfactant and
graphite surface [36,37]. Then, there is a sudden drop in absorbance
which is followed by monotonic decrease from 350 nm to 800 nm.
This is primarily coupled with light scattering from carbon particles
in the dispersion medium.

The absorbance of all the samples at 349 nm is presented in
Table 3. Samples with S/C of 0.5 and 0.6 agitated for 15 min had
Table 1
Physical properties of MWNT and chemical composition of MWNT.

Appearance Outer diameter Inner diameter Length Purity

Black 50e180 nm 5e15 nm 50e80 >95%

Components C Cl Fe Ni S

Contents (%) 97.37 0.20 0.55 1.86 0.02
similar absorbance even after being subjected to centrifugation.
This shows that the solution is well dispersed. It is to be noted that
sample with S/C of 0.4 showed 13% lesser absorbance when sub-
jected to centrifugation. This means that the amount of surfactant
used in this case was not sufficient to disperse all CNTs which
caused agglomeration and settling down of CNTs. The sample with
S/C of 0.7 also showed reduction in absorbance after centrifugation.
In this case, the surfactant particles would have flocculated due to
their higher concentration which further causes poor dispersion of
CNTs [38]. However, all the samples agitated for 30 min showed
similar absorbance even after being subjected to centrifugation.
This shows that duration of sonication has a major role in proper



Table 2
Nomenclature used in the present study.

Nomenclature Explanation

AC-0.4-15 S/C ¼ 0.4, sonicated for 15 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.5-15 S/C ¼ 0.5, sonicated for 15 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.6-15 S/C ¼ 0.6, sonicated for 15 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.7-15 S/C ¼ 0.7, sonicated for 15 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm

AS-0.4-15 S/C ¼ 0.4, sonicated for 15 min
AS-0.5-15 S/C ¼ 0.5, sonicated for 15 min
AS-0.6-15 S/C ¼ 0.6, sonicated for 15 min
AS-0.7-15 S/C ¼ 0.7, sonicated for 15 min

AC-0.4-30 S/C ¼ 0.4, sonicated for 30 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.5-30 S/C ¼ 0.5, sonicated for 30 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.6-30 S/C ¼ 0.6, sonicated for 30 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm
AC-0.7-30 S/C ¼ 0.7, sonicated for 30 min and centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm

AS-0.4-30 S/C ¼ 0.4, sonicated for 30 min
AS-0.5-30 S/C ¼ 0.5, sonicated for 30 min
AS-0.6-30 S/C ¼ 0.6, sonicated for 30 min
AS-0.7-30 S/C ¼ 0.7, sonicated for 30 min

Table 3
Absorbance data corresponding to Fig. 5(a) and (b).

Sample name Abs (Au) Sample name Abs (Au)

AC-0.4-15 2.11 AC-0.4-30 2.69
AC-0.5-15 2.51 AC-0.5-30 2.39
AC-0.6-15 2.66 AC-0.6-30 2.69
AC-0.7-15 2.44 AC-0.7-30 2.47
AS-0.4-15 2.42 AS-0.4-30 2.61
AS-0.5-15 2.49 AS-0.5-30 2.56
AS-0.6-15 2.65 AS-0.6-30 2.69
AS-0.7-15 2.66 AS-0.7-30 2.64
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dispersion of CNTs in the aqueous solution. Another important
aspect to be noted is that samples with S/C of 0.5 and 0.6 had
similar absorbance when subjected to 15 min and 30 min agitation.
These samples were well dispersed at a much faster time and
remained stable after that. Hence, it can be concluded that, in order
to achieve a well dispersed and stable solution, S/C ratio can be
maintained between 0.5 and 0.6. Therefore, in the present study, it
is considered that S/C ratio of 0.5e0.6 is the critical micelles con-
centration (CMC) for CNT dispersion.

In order to arrive at the optimum sonication parameters, the
samples were subjected to different amplitudes and cycles. The
UVeVis absorbance spectra of solutions with different S/C ratio
subjected to ultrasonicationwith different amplitudes and cycles is
shown in Fig. 6. Initially, the sonicated and centrifuged samples
were subjected to constant amplitude (50%) with varying cycles
(30%e70%). It can be observed from Fig. 6(a) that in the case where
cycle of 30% is imparted, the absorbance of 2.15 Au characterized by
solution containing the S/C of 0.4 reduces to 1.86 Au by the solution
containing S/C of 0.5. Solutions with S/C greater than 0.5 show
increased absorbance. This shows that the cycle of 30% is inade-
quate to disperse solutions with lower S/C ratio. However, the
absorbance remains almost constant for all S/C ratios when a cycle
between 40% and 60% is adopted. When a cycle of 70% is employed,
the absorbance increases proportionally with the change of S/C. The
absorbance spectra of 40e60% cycle depict an uneven behavior
whereas 70% cycle showed greater effort to untangle MWNTs
through formation of uniform surfactant molecular layer covers
around the nanotube surface, leads to offer better absorbance. In
the further study, samples were subjected to only sonication (no
centrifugation) with constant amplitude (50%) and varying cycles
(30%e70%). The absorbance spectra of these samples, as shown
given in Fig. 6(b), depict the huge dissimilarities due to which no
meaningful conclusion could be drawn.
Similar study was carried out on AC and AS samples by varying

amplitudes (30%e70%), where the cycle was kept constant at 50%.
In AC sample, when the amplitude was maintained at 50%, the
absorbance increases monotonically with S/C ratio. When the
amplitude was at 60% and 70%, there is a monotonic increase only
above the S/C ratio of 0.5. When the samples were subjected to only
sonication and an amplitude of 40% was employed, a monotonic
increase in absorbance with the increase in S/C ratio was noted.
Further, with lesser amplitude (for example, 30%), the increase in
absorbance is noticed in dispersed CNT with S/C ratio more than
0.5. However, before concluding on the influence of the parameters
(such as S/C ratio, amplitude and cycle) to ultrasonication, particle
size analysis was also carried out for further confirmation on ob-
servations made from the UVeVis results.
4.2. Particle size analysis

The particle size distribution for both AS and AC samples was
studied through dynamic light scattering technique (Malvern
Zetasizer, nanoseries). The parameters such as viscosity and relative
permittivity were chosen as reported in previous study [39,40] for
carrying out the investigation on anionic surfactant (SDBS). The Z
average hydrodynamic particle diameter was obtained from
cumulant analysis of normalized electric field auto-correlation
function.

The dynamic light scattering techniquewas used to measure the
Z-average hydrodynamic particle diameter of both the AC and AS
samples with different S/C ratios subjected to varying sonication
parameters. Fig. 7(aed) show the relation between hydrodynamic
particle diameters of different S/C (0.4, 0.5, 0.6 & 0.7) dispersed
MWNT suspension with respect to sonication parameter. It can be
observed from Fig. 7(aed) that in both the cases (constant ampli-
tude, varying cycle and constant cycle, varying amplitude) when
the particle is agitated at a particular range of amplitude (40e60%)
and cycle (50e70%), the hydrodynamic particle size remains con-
stant. However, this holds good only for samples with S/C ratio 0.4,
0.5 and 0.6. The sample with S/C ratio of 0.7 shows irregular
behavior. This might be due to the formation of micelles owing to
the higher concentration of surfactant. Due to interaction between
the groups of same polarity, the micelles continue to grow larger as
the concentration of surfactant increases. Identically, the same
process happens on the multi-walled nanotube surface with the
increase in the surfactant quantity. The MWNTs surface would have



Fig. 6. The spectra of UV Vis absorbance (15 M sonication time) depends on surfactant to MWNTs ratio at varying ultrasonic cycle and amplitude. a) Centrifuged sample (const
amplitude (50%), varying cycle (30, 40e70%)), b) Sonicated samples (const amplitude (50%), varying cycle (30, 40e70%)), c) centrifuged sample (varying amplitude (30, 40e70%),
constant cycle (50%)), d) Sonicated samples (varying amplitude (30, 40e70%), constant cycle (50%)).

Fig. 7. The spectra of hydrodynamic diameter (Z average) of MWNTs dispersion (15 M, 0.4, 0.5, to 0.7 S/C) depends on sonication parameters. a) Centrifuged sample (const amplitude
(50%), varying cycle (30, 40e70%)), b) sonicated samples (const amplitude (50%), varying cycle (30, 40e70%)) c) centrifuged sample (varying amplitude (30, 40e70%), const cycle
(50%)), d) sonicated samples (varying amplitude (30, 40e70%), const cycle (50%)).
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been covered by higher amount of surfactant molecules so that the
portion of surfactant molecule extended into liquid medium will
start to interact with adjacent MWNTs [41,42]. This leads to
decrease in the dispersion of multi-walled nanotube at high sur-
factant concentration. The poly-dispersive index for entire DLS
analysis is listed in Table 4. The PDI value of 0.66 is obtained for AS
solution with S/C ratio 0.7 when subjected to 50% amplitude and
50% cycle. This indicates that the solution contains highly non ho-
mogenous aggregates formed due to flocculation [38]. The PDI
values of CNT dispersed solutions with S/C ratio of 0.5 and 0.6 are in



Table 4
Polydispersive index (PDI) estimated from the present study.

Sonication parameter (cycle or amplitude) 0.4 S/C 0.5 S/C 0.6 S/C 0.7 S/C

% A at Cons %
C

% C at Cons
% A

% A at Cons
%C

% C at Cons
%A

% A at Cons
%C

% C at Cons
% A

% A at Cons
% C

% C at Cons
%A

S C S C S C S C S C S C S C S C

30 0.48 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.27 0.60 0.24 0.59 0.39 0.61 0.53 0.42 0.34 0.51 0.34
40 0.40 0.25 0.36 0.26 0.55 0.26 0.38 0.41 0.56 0.42 0.57 0.43 0.72 0.42 0.60 0.56
50 0.25 0.30 0.38 0.36 0.41 0.25 0.27 0.25 0.59 0.50 0.38 0.35 0.61 0.59 0.66 0.39
60 0.44 0.354 0.40 0.39 0.42 0.28 0.42 0.43 0.54 0.33 0.41 0.40 0.64 0.38 0.56 0.36
70 0.39 0.37 0.35 0.44 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.28 0.42 0.38 0.56 0.37 0.57 0.52 0.65 0.54
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the range of 0.27e0.38. This indicates that these aggregates are
comparatively more homogenous in size and better dispersed.

From the above characterisation studies, it has been identified
that the following parameters may be adopted to get a reasonably
good MWNT dispersed solution, (i) duration of sonication should
be 30 min; (ii) S/C ratio should be between 0.5 and 0.6; (iii)
amplitude of sonication should be maintained between 50% and
70%; (iv) cycle should be maintained between 40% and 50%. The
observations obtained from the present study, as stated above, are
used during fabrication of the test samples.

5. Test specimen fabrication

Measured quantities of cement and sand were first mixed in flat
beater Hobart mixer (HL200, Humboldt Make) and mixed for few
minutes to produce dry mix. Then, MWNT dispersed solution was
then poured into this mixture and the remaining water (to attain
the w/c ratio of 0.35) was added and mixed for 3 min. Defoamer of
0.25% of volumewas then slowly added to themixture to neutralize
air voids. After the proper mix (almost 20 min of mixing in the
Hobart mixer), the prepared cement mortar mix was poured into
moulds of length of 160 mm, and width and height of 40 mm. The
specimens were kept on a vibration table in order to achieve the
required compactness. During casting, four copper electrodes
(mesh size of 1.6 mm) were embedded in the specimen. Four
numbers of meshes were placed inside the prism with spacing
10 mm, 40 mm and 10 mm. The specimens were de-moulded and
cured under 20� C for 7 days. Before testing, the specimens were
kept in oven at 60� C for 3 days to eliminate excess water content
(to investigate the most adverse condition to attain the conduc-
tivity). The schematic progress of sample fabrication is shown in
Fig. 8. Schematic process for test specimen fabrication. (a) Schematic sketch of experimenta
and data acquisition system.
Fig. 8.

5.1. Electrical measurement

Four probe method was employed to measure the change in
potential difference between inner copper terminals those were
embedded inside the specimen. Compressive load was applied to
the specimens using standard Compression Testing Machine. Test
specimens were subjected to elastic-cyclic compressive loading
regime with load amplitude of 5e25 kN (stress range of
2 MPae10 MPa) at a loading rate of 40 N/s. As the specimen was
subjected to cyclic compressive load, the microstructure gets
altered, causing the change in potential difference between
electrodes.

The electrical resistivity (r) of sample is measured using,

r ¼ a
l
� r (7)

where, a is area of cross section of sample (cm2), l is the distance
between inner electrodes (cm) and r is the electrical resistance (U).
The percentage change in potential difference during cyclic
compression test can be measured as,

DV ð%Þ ¼ V � V0
V0

� 100 (8)

where, V0 is the potential drop before loading and V is the varying
potential drop at any loading time. The fractional change in elec-
trical resistance per unit strain can be measured through two strain
gauges pasted on either side of the sample. Data acquisition was
carried out using computer controlled high speed MGC plus data
l setup, circuit diagramwith data acquisition system (b) Shows experimental test setup
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acquisition system (using the voltage and strain channels). The
circuit connection for four probe and two probe method is depicted
in Fig. 9(a). The experimental setup for testing the specimen under
elastic-cyclic compressive loading and data acquisition system is
shown in Fig. 9(b), respectively. The rate of change of output voltage
with respect to applied load for every cycle was continuously
traced. The results obtained and the observations made from the
study are discussed in the next section.
6. Result and discussion

The piezo-resistive response of cement nano-composite rein-
forced with 0.5 & 0.8 wt% of MWNTs is given in Fig. 10. Due to the
lack of information in reported studies on choosing the appropriate
input source, the optimum supply (DC) range is identified by
investigating the conductive performance of the sample to different
Fig. 9. Experimental set up for performan
DC sources andmonitoring its piezo-resistive response under cyclic
compressive loading. The optimized DC range is obtained by tracing
the steady state potential drop between the inner electrodes when
subjected to different DC voltage sources (5 V, 10 V, 15 V) and
current sources (1 A, 3 A and 5 A) and under cyclic compressive
loading. The corresponding spectrum for input source optimization
process is pictorially depicted in Fig.10(aef). It can be observed that
when the input is 5 V and 3 A, the potential drop decreases after
each cycle while maintaining its piezo-resistive characteristic. This
is because of the irreversible matrix deformation under cyclic
loading, caused due to the presence of micro pores in the matrix. In
general, the nano-composite changes its conduction path with
respect to loading direction. However, the new conducting network
is formed only after deformation of the previously formed one. The
continuous cyclic loading would not have allowed the matrix to
fully regain to its original state before the application of load in the
ce evaluation of the nano composite.



Fig. 10. Spectrum of input Source optimization for steady potential drop.
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opposite direction. It is interesting to note that when the input is
1 A, the potential drop rises incrementally in successive loading
cycles since the applied input is inadequate to reach the steady
state rapidly, i.e., charging time constant (t ¼ RC) is too high. When
the input is 10 V, 15 V or 5 A, the nano-composite exhibits reliable
steady state piezo-response characteristics by negating tunnelling
conduction i.e., neutralizing barriers among CNTs successfully.
However, when the input is 10 V, there is some noise at the peaks.
From the above studies, it has been identified that the input of 10 V,
15 V and 5 A DC source will be optimum to achieve steady piezo-
resistive characteristics in the cement based nano-composite
(developed in the present study) which is nearly 75% of voltage
reported earlier (Konsta Gdoutos and Aza) [43]. The guage factor of
the sensor with 0.8% CNTas developed in the present study is found
to be 285. It is important to mention here that, though DC source is
used in the circuit of the present study, DC measurement has the
drawback of polarization causing apparent increase in resistance
under application of an electrical field.

Fig. 11 shows the piezo-resistive spectra of cement nano-
composite reinforced with 0.5 and 0.8 wt % of CNTs. The spec-
trum of cement nano-composite containing 0.5 wt % of CNT shows
steady piezo-resistive changes of nearly 30 mV for entire ten cycles
of compressive loading. But, there is a mild drop in the potential at
the end of each and every unloading regime. This is mainly due to
the deformation of matrix microstructure when the specimen is
under loading state. In the loading state, the particles come closer
to each other leading to reduction in spacing between adjacent
CNTs. This causes permanent reduction in tunnelling gap between
CNTs which causes irreversible loss in potential drop in unloading
state and even during the beginning of next cycle. The piezo-
resistive response of 0.8 wt % MWNTs reinforced cement nano-
composite is shown in Fig. 11(b). In this case, as against the
earlier response obtained from 0.5 wt% MWNT, the amplitude of
successive cycles increases. This might be due to the fact that
increased amount of MWNTs caused creation of new conduction
path under loading in negative manner (the new conduction path
will be created before the deformation of already created one).
Therefore, for our investigation, it has been identified that in order
to create a piezo resistive cement nanocomposite, MWNTs of 0.5%
weight of cement can be treated as optimum.
Fig. 11. Piezo resistive spectra of i) 0.5 wt% MWNTs and 0.8 w
7. Concluding remarks

The role of ultrasonic energy and time with varying surfactant
concentration on MWNTs dispersion, and piezo-resistivity of
MWMTs incorporated cementitious nano-composite was studied
here. It is found that the issues like process of synthesis, influence of
various sonication parameters, role of ionic surfactant concentra-
tion, which are crucial to develop a composite sensor, are not
adequately discussed in reported studies. In the present study, UV
visible spectral description clearly depicts that longer time of
sonication improves dispersion efficiency. To impart adequate ul-
trasonic energy and critical micelle concentration (surfactant con-
centration) in MWNT dispersion (for the given surfactant to
MWNTs ratio of 0.5e0.6) toward uniform and stable dispersion,
ultrasonic energy of 50e70% and amplitude of 50% cycle is required
for centrifuged solutions, and 40% amplitude with 50% cycle is
required for sonicated sample. While increasing ultrasonic energy,
corresponding hydrodynamic diameter shows decreasing trend.
Samples with surfactant to MWNTs ratio of 0.4e0.6 showed that
the change of the sonication parameter (amplitude or cycle) did not
considerably influence the hydrodynamic diameter. Due to floc-
culation mechanism and physical effects (temperature raise during
ultrasound agitation), solutions with surfactant to MWNTs ratio of
0.7 & 0.4 (above 60% sonication parameters) showed larger hy-
drodynamic diameter. Also, the PDI data for sonicated sample
corresponding to above discussed CMC (0.5 & 0.6) was found to be
in the range of 0.2e0.3.

It is also noted that the reported studies on influence of input
voltage to overcome the barrier potential of the given nano com-
posite matrix are very scanty. However, the steady response and
effective sensitivity of nano composite sensors depend on the cir-
cuit scheme with adequate input current or voltage. Experimental
test results of the present study demonstrate that the piezo-
resistivity of nanocomposite varies synchronously with applied
load. The 15 V, 5 A input is observed as optimal ranges to achieve
steady uniform piezo resistivity for both 0.5 & 0.8 wt% MWNT
incorporated cement composite samples. With increase in the
concentration of MWNTs (when exceeds a certain limit), the cor-
responding piezo-resistivity sharply changes without any addi-
tional noise. It indicates that when nanofibers exceed the
percolation threshold level, these fibers facilitate direct contact
t% MWNTs incorporated samples with 15 V, 5 A DC input.
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among adjacent MWNTs. The electrical conduction takes place only
by direct contact of MWNTs (intrinsic properties) and the tunnel-
ling conduction is considerably reduced. The 0.5 wt% samples
showed better uniform change in piezo-resistive response without
any irreversible damage than that of 0.8 wt% samples, since the
0.5 wt% MWNTs incorporated samples ensure the development of
the tunnelling mechanism. Therefore, the 0.5 wt% MWNTs con-
centration (with appropriate sonication as described in the present
study) can be adopted for developing stress sensing composite
sensor. The present study provides the elaborate methodology for
suitable dispersion of MWNT in the solution, preparation of
cementitious nano composite and its performance as the piezo-
resistive sensor. The study also indicates that much attention and
inter-disciplinary contribution are further needed to develop
innovative and multi-functional building materials.
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